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modelled system dynamics and undesirable disturbance
effects. The most controllers designed for the nonlinear
control of wheeled mobile robots are based on the
kinematics of the system [1]–[8]. However, it is not realistic
to control the mobile robot or smart EPW in the real world
by considering only the kinematic model due to the
uncertainties in their modelling. Hence, it becomes
indispensable to take into account the EPW’s dynamics in
addition to its kinematics, when heavy load carrying and
high speed movement are required. In such cases, it is pretty
essential to design a controller with great efficiency to run
the system effectively.
In literature, implementation of the velocity control of a
mobile robot or/and an EPW can be divided into two main
control approaches. The first approach utilizes information
about the actuator speed for closed-loop control. Therefore,
position sensors need to be mounted onto the actuator, and
many research efforts have been made for the speed control
by using position sensors [9]–[11]. The second approach is
focused on how to observe the velocities of the actuator with
elimination of the position sensors. Without affecting the
system performance, to eliminate the actuator speed sensor
on the actuator, is an important approach in the advanced
control system for drives. Using an actuator mounted speed
sensors increases the cost of the system and decreases
temperature sensitivity and reliability. On the other hand, if
the system runs without speed sensor, hardware complexity
can be reduced and better noise immunity and higher
robustness can be provided during the motion. In the
direction indicated above, in literature, to calculate the
actuator position and the speed of the mobile robot, many
researchers have performed the Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) in their study [12], [13]. However, the Kalman Filter
approach has some inherent disadvantages, such as a large
computational complexity and the influence of noise. And
also many methods are used and generally accepted due to
provide high sensorless performance, such as sliding mode
observers, an adaptive non-linear flux observer, and
different improvements [14], 15]. In general, the control of
the sensorless model reference adaptive system (MRAS) is
usually performed by the classical PI controller. However,
the classical PI controllers are unable to meet the demands
of high precise trajectory control during the motion.
Therefore, in this study, to overcome the aforementioned

1Abstract—In this study, speed and direction angle control
technique based on the fractional order model reference
adaptive system (FO-MRAS) are proposed for controlling an
electrically powered wheelchair (EPW) system for the first
time in the literature. The model reference adaptive system
(MRAS) technique has been used to achieve the estimated
value of any system’s velocity information. In general, the
control of the MRAS technique is usually performed by the PI
based controller. However, the classical PI controllers are
unable to meet the demands of high precise trajectory control
during the motion. In this study, to increase the effectiveness of
the PI based MRAS controller, this technique is combined with
a fractional-order (FO) calculus to obtain an accurate and a
robust trajectory tracking performance for an EPW. The
proposed FO-MRAS controller has been compared
experimentally with the conventional PI based MRAS method
to show the effectiveness of using FO-MRAS method in terms
of trajectory tracking accuracy and error levels. The
experimental outcomes demonstrate that the proposed FOMRAS controller gives a better trajectory tracking
performance as well as having a smaller speed error.

Index Terms—Fractional order PID; Nonlinear adaptive
control; PMSM MRAS control; Trajectory control.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a robust control system for an automated
guided vehicle (AGV) has been attracting a great attention
because of its dynamic nonlinearities and uncertainties in
the system. In contrast to robotic manipulators, the AGV is
the non-holonomic systems due to the rolling constraints in
the wheels. These constraints make kinematic and dynamic
analyses more difficult than those of holonomic systems.
Therefore, significant effort in a variety of solutions to the
problem of mobile robot control has been investigated by
the robotics research community. In addition to the AGVs,
one of the popular research topics of recent times is smart
wheelchairs which are also non-holonomic structure such as
AGVs. Most of the smart wheelchair platforms are actuated
by using electrical motors and theirs drivers. As wellknown, if the position and velocity of the electric motor can
be controlled accurately than the trajectory tracking control
of the system will be precise. When the wheeled mobile
robot or an EPW are considered, the dynamic model of the
system has highly time-varying nonlinearities due to unManuscript received 3 January, 2018; accepted 7 April, 2018.
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problems above, the fractional order control action is
combined with the sensorless PI based MRAS technique for
an EPW, which is actuated by a permanent magnet
synchronous motor (PMSM). The performance of the
fractional control technique is robust to uncertainties in
robotic systems due to the technique has a parameter-based
structure. The fractional order PID (FO-PID) controllers
have become a popular technique recently in control
applications [16], [17]. Fractional-order (FO) is an arbitrary
order of the ordinary derivative and integral calculus that
leads to more exibility and performance in the designing of
the controller.
In this study, the PMSM motor which is actuating system
is analysed firstly due to the relationship between the
performance of driving and effectiveness of trajectory
tracking. Secondly, the implementation and performance
evaluation of sensorless vector control of three-phase
PMSM motor is carried out in this paper. The MRAS
technique is used for the estimation of motor speed. Finally,
motivated by the advantages of the fractional order control
technique, a method that combine the fractional order
control action with the MRAS technique to improve the
trajectory tracking precision and the robustness of the
system. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
FO-MRAS method, the real time studies have been executed
and compared with the conventional PI-based MRAS
method.
The rest of the paper structure is given as follows: the
mathematical modelling of an EPW and 3-Phase PMSM are
given in section II. The explanation of the control strategies
such as vector control of 3-phase PMSM, FO, MRAS based
speed estimation control are described in Section III, the
experimental results are given in Section IV, finally, the
discussion and conclusion are presented in Section V and
Section VI.

defined. The O  XY defines the global coordinate system
which is fixed to the Cartesian workspace and the G  xy
describes the local coordinate system that attached to the
mobile robot’s centre of mass. The longitudinal and lateral
velocities at the centre gravity of the mobile robot platform
are shown by u and v . Also, r is the yaw rate, the right
and left wheel angular velocities are given by r and l ,
respectively. About the conditions of slipping, we can write
the following kinematic equations in velocity dimension:

u

1
 ul  ur  ,
2

(1)

v  dr  v s ,
r

(2)

1
 ul  ur  ,
2b

(3)

ul  Rl  uıs ,

(4)

Rr  urs .

(5)

ur 

The longitudinal velocity of the centres of the right and
left wheels is given by ur and ul , respectively. The wheel
slip model can be taken into consideration by adding the
three speed components ( v s , urs , uls ) into the kinematic
model. In the absence of wheel slippage, the kinematic
model can easily be obtained by adjusting above three
components to zero. The distance from the mass centre of
the platform to the wheel centre is given by d and the
distance from the geometric centre mark of the mobile robot
structure to the wheel centre is given by b . R is the radius
of driving wheels. In the global coordinate O  XY , the
heading angle of the system is given as follows:

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
In this section, the mathematical modelling of an EPW
platform and also 3-Phase permanent magnet synchronous
motor have been presented.

X  ucos   v  er  sin ,
Y  usin   v  er  cos ,

(6)

  r.

(8)

(7)

The Newton’s Law is used to create the equation of
motion of the system and the Newton’s Law can be found
by summing the external moments and forces in the body
cantered reference frame as follows:

A. Mathematical Modelling of an EPW Platform
As shown in Fig. 1, the motion and the orientation of the
mobile robot are run by actuators of the wheels, and each
actuator is independent and actuated by a PMSM.

Fxr  Fxl  Px  m  u  vr  ,
Fyr  Fyl  Py  m  v  ur  ,

 Fxl  Fxr  b   Fyl  Fyr  d  M d
˙

n R  Fxr R  I e r ,
˙

n L  Fxl R  I e l ,

(9)
(10)

 I z r,

(11)
(12)
(13)

where Px , Py and M d present the external forces and
moment values at the mobile robot mass centre,
respectively. The wheel forces (such as friction forces) on
the driving right and left wheels are given by ( Fxr , Fyr ) and

Fig. 1. 2 D Model of an EPW (mobile robot).

For the purpose of analysis, two coordinate systems are

( Fxl , Fyl ), respectively. The mass is given by m , and
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inertia of the robot is given by I z about z axis, n is the

˙

r 

gear ratio. The wheel and the driving motor inertias I t and
I m are combined to create the effective moment of inertia

p 3

 p  s is   s is  TL  ,
J 2




us , is and us , is are the stator voltages and currents
in  ,  axes, respectively. The stator magnetic flux and the
rotor magnetic flux can be demonstrated by  s ,  s and

 M , respectively. The stator phase inductance and the
stator phase resistance are shown by

instead of using  ,  coordinate system. Using the park
transformation (  ,  to d , q ), the PMSM model can be
obtained as follows:

˙

In this figure, the output voltages usa , usb and usc fed to
the star-connected PMSM windings and the DC voltage
input inverter is shown by VDC . The six Insulated-Gate
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) component’s power module from
T1 to T6 shape the output signals by means of switching

r 

   ,
usd  Rs isd  
sd
sq

u  R i     ,

(22)

 sd  Ls isd   M ,

(24)

 sq  Ls isq ,

(25)



(26)

(27)

(28)

In (28), the resistive elements are included in  R  matrix,

isa , isb and isc , respectively, and  sa ,  sb and  sc
define the instantaneous values of stator flux linkages in
phases sa, sb and sc , respectively. The instantaneous form
in (16) consists of the large number of equations. Therefore,
PMSM can be expressed as more practical way of rewriting
the instantaneous equations by means of using the two-axis
theory (Clarke transformation) as follows:

(20)



U   R  i   L  i  G  i.

In these equations, the instantaneous values of stator
voltages and currents are shown by usa , usb and usc , and

 s  Ls is   M sin  r  ,

p 3

 p  sq isq   sq isd  TL  .
J 2


(23)

Moreover, (24) and (25) can be substituted into (22) and
(23), the vector and matrix forms of dynamic equation of the
PMSM are given as follows

(16)

(19)

sd

 isq 
 sin 
   is 
.
cos 
isd 

(15)

 s  Ls is   M cos  r  ,

sq

and d ) can be obtained as

(14)

(17)

s sq

In the rotor reference frame, the axes stator currents ( q

signals C1 to C6 . In order to describe the PMSM
mathematically, the voltage equations of PMSM of the EPW
are given in the time domain as follows:

 ,
us  Rs is  
s
 ,
us  Rs is  
s

Rs ,

rotor position in  ,  axes. In this study, the vector control
algorithm is performed for the speed control of the EPW. To
make the control of PMSM easier and effectively, the vector
control is performed entirely in the d , q coordinate system

Fig. 2. Voltage source inverter fed 3- Phase PMSM.

sc

and

and J are the number of poles per phase and the inertia,
respectively. The load torque is given by TL and  r is the

sq

s sc

Ls

respectively. The r describes the electrical rotor speed, p

B. Mathematical Modelling of 3-Phase PMSM
For the considered and studied mobile robot, the EPW’s
right and left wheels are driven by two PMSM with two gear
speed reducer. In speed control applications, the 3- phase
PMSM is powered by means of voltage source inverters
(VSI). The VSI is controlled by Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) technique as shown in Fig. 2.

sc

(21)

where  ,  are the stator orthogonal coordinate system,

as expressed by I e  It  n 2 I m . The right and left wheel’s
torque inputs are described by  R and  L . As it is seen
from (13), the desired trajectory tracking control of the
system can be realised by means of controlling or changing
supply voltage of the PMSM motors. The tire slip and angle
are easily calculated by using u, v, r ,r and l , and effects
of the tire slip and angle are lateral and also longitudinal
forces as demonstrated in Fig. 1.

 ,
usa  Rs isa  
sa
 ,
usb  Rs isb  
sb
 .
u  R i 



the derivative operator’s coefficients,  , is included in  L 
matrix, and also the electrical rotor speed’s coefficient, r
is included in the G  matrix. The mechanical dynamics of
the machine can be determined by the most important output
variable which is the electromagnetic torque. This
electromagnetic torque is calculated using machine matrix
equations. When this calculation is made, various
components such as the input power of the system and the
amount of change of the stored magnetic energy are taken
into account. Similarly, in a steady state situation, the
amount of stored magnetic energy is zero. For this reason,
the output power can be shown as the difference between

(18)
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the resistive losses and the input power. In order to compute
the instantaneous input power as in (29), the both sides of
(28) is multiplied by the current vector’s transpose as
follows

Pinput  iT U   iT  R  i  iT  L  i  iT G  r i.

(29)

In (29), the rotor and the stator resistive losses are shown
by the term of i

T

 R  i , and the term

i

T

 L  i

Fig. 3. The vehicle drive system for the dq-axis of PMSM.

denotes the

By considering the gear ratios (n) as shown in Fig. 3,
angular rotor speed of the output shaft of PM synchronous
motor (m ) will be equivalent to the angular speed of the

amount of change magnetic energy. Hence, the remainder of
the power component should be equivalent to the term

iT G  r i which is the air gap power. It is clearly known

right or left wheels (r ,l ) by introducing the following
expression

that, there is a close connection between the rotor speed and
the air gap power, therefore, the air gap torque, Te , can be
derived from the rotor speed m , which is in mechanical

n

rad / s , as follows
p
2

mTe  iT  G  ixr  iT G  i m .

A. Vector Control of 3-Phase PMSM
Utilising the vector of PMSM lets similar dealings with
the motor as with a DC separately induced DC machine. The
d and q inductances of the surface mounted PMSM are

In (30), the number of poles is shown by p and if the

p T
i G  i.
2

equal Ld  Lq . In this case, normalized electromagnetic
torque can be shown per unit as follows [18]–[20]

(31)

Ten   M n isqn ,  p.u  .

Substituting G  in (31) with the observation from (28),

3 p
 M  Ld  Lq isd  isq , N .m  .

22





Te   M is sin .

(32)





(37)

The torque gets maximum rate for  equivalent to
90 degrees for a certain value of the stator current. This
delivers maximum torque for per ampere and hence
efficiency will be high [18]–[20]. Keeping isd zero is the
most well-known control method for PMSM. This method
helps the machine to be protected against under-or-excited
conditions. The basic structure of PMSM vector control is
demonstrated in Fig. 4.

Among the two-phase and three-phase PMSM, from the
power equivalence condition, the value of 3 / 2 can be
presented on the right-hand side of (32). Then, the
normalized electromagnetic torque, Te , in per unit can be
found as follows [18], [19]
Ten  isqn   M n  Ld n  Lqn isd n  ,  p.u  .



(36)

By using (27), the torque can be written as follows [18]

the electromagnetic torque can be obtained as follows

Te 

(35)

III. CONTROL STRATEGIES

(30)

speed is cancelled on both sides, Te becomes as shown as
follows

Te 

 
 .
r l

(33)

In (33), the electromechanical dynamic equation is also
described as follows [18]
˙

Te  J m  TL  Bm .

(34)

In this equation, the mechanical rotor speed and the
friction coefficient are shown by m and B , respectively.
Load torque value, TL , in (34) should be equal to one of

n R or n L , given in (13) for the considered PMSM in
order to obtain actuator torques. On the other hand, in Fig. 3,
the vehicle drive system for the d  q axis is shown in the
schematic of the PM synchronous motor.

Fig. 4. Basic structure of PMSM vector control.

To perform vector control, these steps need to be
followed; the motor quantities such as phase voltages,
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currents and angular rotor speed of motor need to be
measured, these quantities has to be transformed into a 2phase system ( ,  ) by utilising Clarke transformation and

iq 

then transform stator currents into the d  q coordinate
system by means of Park transformation. The stator current
torque isq and flux isd creating components are

.

(43)

based on the back-stepping theory. So, the obtained error
between the observed and the real values are given as
follows:

B. MRAS Based Speed Estimation
To predict the rotor speed and the stator d  q axis
currents, the FO-MRAS estimators are designed. In this
design, the speed sensor is bypassed. The main idea of this
method is that the MRAS method is an adjustable model and
a reference. Where the first one is utilized so as to detect the
necessary states and the second one as an adaptive model
ensure the estimated values of the states.
In this system, an adjustable observer-based model is
compared the outcome of the reference model in order to
obtain the error between the adjustable and the reference
models. This error is then forwarded to a FO adaptation
mechanism which adjusts the adaptive model by producing
an estimated value of the rotor speed. The block diagram of
the estimation technique based on the MRAS method is
given in Fig. 5. Using (22), the following expression can be
obtained as follows [18]:

 sd   sd ˆ sd ,
 sq   sq ˆ sq ,

(44)

 r  r  ˆ r ,

(46)

(45)

R s  Rs  Rˆ s .

(47)

Then the error response can be represented by:
˙

R s
R
 sd   r sq  s  f  ud  kd ,
Ld
Ld
˙
R
 sq   s  sq   r sd  uq  kq ,
Ld

 sd  

f

id  sd 
,
Ld
Ld
iq 

 sq
Lq

(48)
(49)
(50)

.

(51)

The speed tuning signal actuates the rotor speed, that is,
the rotor speed converges the error signal to zero. In thıs
study, the fractional order PID controller algorithm is used
by the adaptation mechanism of the MRAS-based speed
estimation method as follows:

˙

 sd  ud  Rs id  r sq 

d
,
dt
   sdˆ sq  sqˆ sd ,

ˆ r  K p  Ki    K d

(38)

˙

 sq  uq  Rs iq  r sd 
  sq 
 ud  Rs 
  r sd 
 Lq 


Rs
   sq  r sd  uq .
Lq

Lq

In (43), the control signals, kd and kq , are designed

individually controlled by means of the controllers. The
stator voltage space vector can be converted back from the
d  q coordinate into the two-phase system.

  sd  f 
 ud  Rs 
  r sq 
Ld


Rs
R
   sd  r sq  s  f  ud ,
Ld
Ld

ˆ sq

(52)
(53)

where the ˆ r is a controller, and K p , Ki and K d are the
controller gains and ξ is the error signal. It is an obvious
fact that, ˆ r that appears in (53), is now the predict speed
of our right and left wheels. In this case, we can easily
estimate longitudinal and lateral velocities at the centre
gravity of the mobile robot platform.

(39)

C. Fractional Oder Controller Design
In this study, the fractional-order PI  D  controller
algorithm has been performed for the adaptation mechanism
of the MRAS-based speed estimation method to increase the
trajectory tracking accuracy during the estimation. The most
frequently used the fractional derivative definitions is the
Riemann–Liouville definition. In time domain, the
Riemann-Liouville  RL  fractional derivative and integral of

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the estimation technique with FO-MRAS.

Therefore, the observer equation is appeared as:
˙

ˆ sd  
˙

Rˆ s
Rˆ
ˆ sd  ˆ rˆ sq  s  f  ud  kd ,
Ld
Ld

ˆ sq  

Rˆ s
ˆ sq  ˆ rˆ sd  uq  kq ,
Ld
id 

ˆ sd
Ld



f
Ld

,

(40)

λth order of function f  t  with respect to t and the

(41)

terminal value a is given by:

(42)

Datλ f  t  
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d λ f t 
dt

λ



1
dr
  r  λ  dt r

t

f  

a

t   λ r 1



d ,

(54)
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Dat λ f  t   Latλ f  t  

f  
1 dr t
d ,

r
  λ  dt a  t   λ  r 1

FO-MRAS has been performed experimentally on an EPW.
It has an external control box with two amplifiers and the
controllers are commanding the PMSM and measuring the
currents at a rate of 1 kHz (Rapid prototyping technique was
used [21]). Carrying load capacity is approximately 90 kg.
The experiments have been made by Matlab/Simulink
software by using Runge-Kutta solver with a fixed-step of
0.002. Using the pattern search optimization algorithm,
controller parameters are optimized. Depending on the
desired reference values, the speed and direction angles that
the vehicle must make, and the angular velocities of the
right and left wheels accordingly, are calculated by a
subprogram written in MATLAB. Then, the kinematics of
the vehicle use these velocity values to calculate the angular
reference velocities of the right and left wheels.

(55)

where 1  λ  r , while, D λ and Lλ denote the fractional
derivative and integral, respectively. And  . is Euler's
Gamma function given by


  λ    et t λ 1dt.

(56)

0

Using the Riemann-Liouville ( RL ) fractional derivative
and integral of λth order of function f  t  , the fractionalorder PI  D  controller can be defined in Laplace form
follows

Cc  s   K p  Ki s   K d s  ,

(57)

where ( ,   0) .
The proportional, the integral and the derivative constants
are given by K p , Ki and K d , respectively. As it is seen
from (57), the controller becomes the classical PID form
for   1 and   1 . The performance of the PI  D 
controller method for the considered system is much better
than the conventional PID controller method due to its
higher degrees of freedom for tuning. Hence, the adaptation
mechanism of the MRAS-based speed estimation method
uses the fractional-order PI  D  controller algorithm as
follows

ˆ r  K p  Ki D    K d D   .

(58)

IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
Figure 6 shows the designed electric-powered wheelchair
system. The system has two rear driving wheels and two
free caster front wheels. Each driving wheel has been
coupled to the shaft of the PMSM motor and each PMSM
motor is fitted with gearhead.
Moreover, the system has a personal computer with a
controller board for real time applications. The proposed

Fig. 6. Electric powered wheelchair.

These reference values are used as the FO-MRAS based
vector control input as shown in Fig. 7. Depending on the
controller parameters, the appropriate controller switching
signals are sent to the voltage source inverter. At this point
the desired angular velocity is reached.

Fig. 7. Diagram of experimental step.

proposed FO-MRAS controller (Fig. 8–Fig. 19). Each case
takes into account a different trajectory as follows:
Case Study 1
In this first case, a sinusoidal speed and direction angle
references were used to test the effectiveness of the PI-based

B. Experimental Results
After modelling the kinematic and dynamic model of
EPW, PI-based MRAS and the proposed FO-MRAS
controller have simulated experimentally with 3 different
case studies in order to verify the effectiveness of the
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MRAS and the proposed FO-MRAS controller.

Fig. 8. Experimental result for the sinusoidal speeds.

Fig. 9. Error for the sinusoidal speeds.

Fig. 10. Experimental result for the sinusoidal direction angle.

Fig. 11. Error for the direction angle.

created. The sine function is chosen to create direction
angle. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
controller for step changes, a square wave is crucial for
almost every controller.

Case Study 2
In response to another experiment case and in order to
demonstrate the adaptation of the proposed FO-MRAS
controller, a square wave reference speed trajectory was
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Fig. 12. Experimental result for the square speeds.

Fig. 13. Error for the square speeds.

Fig. 14. Experimental result for the square direction angle.

Fig. 15. Error for the square direction angle.

speed and directional angle tracking error have been
effectively minimized. As seen in figures, the proposed FOMRAS provides quite a good tracking performance when
compared to the PI-based MRAS controller due to its
adaption and FO actions for given tracking tasks.
Additionally, both transient and steady-state error values are
decreased by utilizing the FO-MRAS controller.

Case Study 3
In the final case, a triangle wave and sinusoidal direction
angle references are used for the experimental study
(Fig. 16–Fig. 19).
V. DISCUSSION
As can be seen from the figures of case studies, using the
proposed FO-MRAS and PI-based MRAS control law,
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Fig. 16. Experimental result for the triangle speeds.

Fig. 17. Error for the triangle speeds.

Fig. 18. Experimental result for the triangle direction angle.

Fig. 19. Error for the triangle direction angle.

To show the efficiency of the proposed controller, the
mean squared error (MSE) values of the proposed and
conventional methods for given reference are calculated and
tabulated in Table I. As tabulated in Table I, RMS values are
seen to be less in the FO-MRAS when it is compared to the
PI based MRAS control. In the first method, a PI based
MRAS controller was used without taking into account

fractional order control. In the second method, the fractional
order technique is combined with the PI based MRAS
technique and the control of the system is provided in this
way. Experimental results have shown that the proposed
FO-MRAS technique is adaptive to changing conditions and
can respond very quickly to control the system's real speed
and directional angle. When we evaluate the results, the
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control of velocity and direction angles is very successful
both in the PI-based MRAS method and in the proposed FOMRAS technique, even though the EPW platform is
sensorless and loaded. However, the FO-MRAS technique
seems to perform the reference trajectory quite well than the
MRAS technique. The reason for the fluctuations occurring
during the EPW's trajectory tracking is due to the
controller's estimation because the system is sensorless.

[6]

[7]

[8]

TABLE I. RMS VALUES OF THE SPEED TRACKING ERRORS FOR
BOTH CONTROL APPROACHES.
Case-1
Case-2
Case-3
Control

Speed
m/s

Angle
rad/s

Speed
m/s

Angle
rad/s

Speed
m/s

Angle
rad/s

PIMRAS

0.0074

0.0413

0.0279

0.1032

0.0249

0.1012

FOMRAS

0.0051

0.020

0.0169

0.0272

0.0155

0.0241

[9]

[10]

[11]

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an experimental study on the application of
FO-MRAS controller to an electrically powered wheelchair
platform under the different references has been presented
for the first time in the literature. The model reference
adaptive system (MRAS) technique has been presented to
achieve the estimated value of system’s velocity
information. Complex reference are considered to control
the velocity and direction angle of an EPW to verify the
performance of the proposed FO-MRAS control method.
Experimental results have verified that the vehicle's real
velocity and direction angle are perfectly tracked and the
estimation errors are small when compared the PI based
MRAS method. On the other hand, the direction angle error
of both controller has a similar behaviour in terms of using
same reference between the wheel and the ground floor. The
success of the proposed FO-MRAS method is due to the
fractional order calculus feature. That is, fractional-order
(FO) is an arbitrary order of the ordinary derivative and
integral calculus that leads to more exibility and
performance in the designing of the controller.
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